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A B S T R A C T   

Many new tools for improving the design and operation of buildings try to realize the potential of big data. In 
particular, data is an important element for occupant-centric design and operation as occupants’ presence and 
actions are affected by a high degree of uncertainty and, hence, are hard to model in general. For such research, 
data handling is an important challenge, and following an open science paradigm based on open data can in-
crease efficiency and transparency of scientific work. This article reviews current practices and infrastructure for 
open data-driven research on occupant-centric design and operation of buildings. In particular, it covers related 
work on open data in general and for the built environment in particular, presents survey results for existing 
scientific practices, reviews technical solutions for handling data and metadata, discusses ethics and privacy 
protection and analyses principles for the sharing of open data. In summary, this study establishes the status quo 
and presents an outlook on future work for methods and infrastructures to support the open data community 
within the built environment.   

1. Introduction 

Recent studies [1–6], have shown that occupants’ presence and ac-
tions have a significant impact on energy consumption and thermal 
comfort in buildings; however, the role of building occupants is not 
being sufficiently considered to date. The uncertainty of occupants’ 
presence and actions leads to significant differences between the actual 
and simulated energy consumption [7,8]. Most building energy simu-
lation tools focus more on the physical design factors (e.g., building 
materials and constructions, technical systems, external weather) rather 
than interactions between occupants and building’s systems and 
equipment. In addition, several methodologies for building operations 

and building modeling typically utilizes a fixed operation schedule 
based on certain rules such as the ASHRAE 90.1 standard, which results 
in energy waste and occupant discomfort [4]. Therefore, more data on 
human presence and behavioral actions is crucial for efficient manage-
ment of modern built environments. If data was available this could 
enable digital twin representations of buildings that could power new 
data-driven methods for building operation. For example, the knowl-
edge of human presence can be used to provide real-time analytics about 
space usage, while predictive analytics can leverage information about 
both occupants’ presence and their actions to optimize building 
operation. 

The study of occupant presence covers the two subareas of 
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occupancy detection and occupancy estimation [9–11]. Specifically, 
occupancy detection concerns binary inference of occupant presence 
and absence in different parts of an indoor or outdoor space, whereas 
occupancy estimation concerns determining the number of occupants in 
that space. Despite this distinction, accurate occupancy detection and 
estimation are both quite challenging due to occupancy dynamics and 
variation in the function and type of target sites (e.g., closed rooms, open 
plan offices, shopping centers, cinema theaters, and public places). 

Occupants also do actions (e.g., open doors and switch lights on) and 
exhibit a wide range of behaviors in different situations. The ability to 
correlate actions with energy consumption and to identify or forecast 
particular activity can help minimize exhaustion of unnecessary energy 
resources. This includes all activities that occupants engage in indoors 
because each activity can influence the energy consumption state. 

The concept of open data is still new with relatively sparse definition 
capturing their essence and purpose [12,13]. identified that an open 
data is characterized by freely available data with limited restrictions 
with respect to the reuse, republishing, and redistribution of data [14]. 
defines open data as “non-privacy-restricted and non-confidential data 
which is produced with public money and is made available without any 
restrictions on its usage or distribution”. Recently, the concept of open 
data is increasingly expanding from it numerous and concerted outsets 
mainly from governmental initiatives [15,16] and it is now receiving 
increasing attention in many fields in the scientific community [15]. 
Presents a genealogical perspective to the advances in open data. This 
work provides a reflection of how open data has been utilized as a tool 
for shaping various governmental and scientific discourse and for 
ensuring transparency and openness in empirical studies. More specif-
ically [17,18], highlights the importance of applying open data for 
enabling data-driven models in the cyber-physical space especially in 
building performance research and applications in relations to occupant 
behaviors and activities. 

Open data on occupant presence and behavior could help researchers 
improve the understanding of interactions between the occupants and 
the buildings in different contexts. This can be significant for optimizing 
building energy use and for providing improved ambiance. One 
important aspect when collecting and using data on occupant presence 
and behavior is the possible privacy implications and need for privacy 
protection [17]. Compared to many other types of building data this is a 
particular important aspect for data on the presence and behavior of 

occupants. 
Given that open data from the public domain could play an impor-

tant role in building performance research and applications vis-�a-vis 
occupant behavioral research, a better understanding of the benefits and 
challenges for applying open data could be beneficial for researchers and 
scholars that are applying them in these endeavors. To enable the 
research communities to apply and utilize open data, it is necessary to 
reach a consensus about accepted methodologies and technical solu-
tions. Fig. 1 highlights the methodology and technical solutions for the 
successful application of open data. From a methodology perspective, 
the community has to establish processes for sharing and using open 
data, principles for open data, and guidelines for the specific privacy and 
ethical questions that are raised about open data. From a technical 
perspective, the community has to establish repositories for sharing 
data, algorithms for anonymizing data, metadata schemas for assigning 
semantics to shared data and software tools that track data trans-
formation and make it easy to share and use open data. A key challenge 
for technical solutions is interoperability: the ability of the individual 
systems to communicate and exchange information in a meaningful 
manner. In the intersection between methodology and technical solu-
tions, we have the current practices and infrastructures. 

This article reviews current practices and infrastructure for open 
data-driven research on occupant-centric design and operation of 
buildings. The article covers related work on open data, presents survey 
results for existing scientific practices, analyzes the availability and use 
of open data and associated infrastructure, and investigates handling of 
data privacy and ethics. In summary, this study establishes the status 
quo and presents an outlook on the future work for methods and 
infrastructure to support the open data community within the built 
environment. 

2. Backgroundk 

This section covers the background of open data and current efforts 
in the built environment. As open data has not yet been extensively 
applied to occupant presence and behavior data the background will 
mainly focus on other types of data. 

Gray et al. [15] traced the genealogy of open data and found several 
threads of evolution. Mainly, according to Gray’s view, the idea of open 
data arose from debates about data collected by government or public 

Fig. 1. Overview of methodology and technical solutions for open data.  
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entities and the role of such data in economic growth, innovation, pro-
moting transparency and efficiency of governments. Janssen et al. [14] 
analyzed the benefits and barriers related to open data and open gov-
ernment. They argued that open data itself had limited value; it was the 
use of open data that created value [14]. Therefore, open data needs an 
infrastructure to support its use, such as management, discovery, cura-
tion, analysis and visualization. Because publishing data requires re-
sources to sustain, it is simply more than just putting data online. 
Benefits of open data include political and social benefits (such as 
transparency and equal access to data), economic benefits (e.g., stimu-
lation of innovation and creation of new economic sectors), and oper-
ational and technical benefits (e.g., reuse of data). Barriers include 
institutional factors (e.g., regulations and legislation, security, external 
safety [19]), task complexity (e.g., inability to convert data, improve 
storage system), use and participation (e.g., ownership, liability, pri-
vacy), and legislation [14]. 

In an attempt to answer a question related to government’s position 
to open data, Rudmark et al. [20] resorted to the idea of digital eco-
systems, as “a distributed adaptive open socio-technical system with 
properties of self-organization, scalability, and sustainability” [21]. For 
example, through the study of the public transport industry in Sweden, 
Jansen et al. [21] found that open data created significant additional 
value due to its reuse by existing digital ecosystems and the creation of 
potentially new ecosystems, where government as a data provider took a 
peripheral position, as opposed to assuming an active role in managing 
open data. Zhu et al. [22] reported that after the US Geological Survey 
(USGS) made the Landsat data publicly available on the Internet in 
2008, there was a significant increase in the use of Landsat data in public 
and private domains. Reported values include the reuse of data, eco-
nomic benefits, international collaboration and commercial cloud 
computing services. 

2.1. Benefits and challenges around open data 

Reproducibility is key in science and some advocates for open data 
argue that too few research studies are reproducible. Open data offers 
researchers a solution to the problem of reproducibility and an oppor-
tunity to expand their observations, which may accelerate new discov-
eries [23]. Open data in science requires advocacy and coordination 
[12]. Some scientific disciplines such as ecology [24] are interdisci-
plinary by nature and have benefited from open access to data. Measures 
must be developed such as policies and guidelines to guide researchers 
who are not familiar with the open data process [23]. For reproducibility 
to be achieved the open data should be interoperable, i.e. it should be 
understandable and useable for researchers who did not undertake the 
original data collection (see Section 8). 

Reichman et al. [24] emphasized the need for standardizing meta-
data development, the reproducibility of analysis and rewards for 
sharing data, in addition to well-curated integrated open data. This work 
describes a technical process of DataONE which enables federated access 
to ecological data. This process includes the data acquisition workflow 
(data acquisition, quality assurance, metadata and semantics, and data 
deposition), data federation, discovery and access, and data analysis 
workflow (integrate and transform, analysis, modeling and visualiza-
tion). Reichman et al. [24] further highlighted the data challenges in 
ecological informatics and these involves dispersion, heterogeneity, and 
provenance. Dispersion highlights a data collection process involving 
many individuals with different experience/data collection protocols 
and across a large number of geographic locations [24]. Highlighted that 
dispersion makes it difficult to researchers to discover data. Even when 
data are discovered, researchers often face the challenge of heteroge-
neity because data are collected for different purposes and with different 
protocols. Finally, data typically go through steps of transformation 
before meaningful results are observed. Such transformation process 
needs proper documentation for reproducibility. Lastly, Reichman et al. 
[24] highlighted a number of social and cultural barriers (e.g., the need 

for a rewarding system). 
Chen et al. [25] argued that the open data practice is not enough to 

ensure the reproducibility of scientific results. “It is also essential to 
capture and structure information about the research data analysis 
workflows and processes to ensure the usability and longevity of re-
sults”. To achieve this objective, “research communities may start by 
using open data policies and initiating dialogues on data sharing, while 
embracing the reproducibility and reuse principles early on in the daily 
research processes.” Open data allows reusing data for research, edu-
cation, and training and it offers researchers a solution to the challenge 
of reproducibility and an opportunity to expand their observations, 
which may accelerate discoveries [23]. For example, datasets could be 
combined into a larger one, allowing greater statistical power. The main 
personal benefit lies in the increased visibility of one’s research; most 
data repositories issue a digital object identifier which means the dataset 
can be cited easily and, most likely, previous papers would also be cited. 
Also, nowadays journals exist whose main article type is a published 
data set, for example, Nature Scientific Data’s data descriptor. 

These benefits outweigh the perceived disadvantages of open data. 
There can be concerns about the privacy implications for the subjects, 
when sharing open data. Typically addressed by using pseudoanony-
mizing and anonymization on the data prior to publication. Further-
more, most relevant privacy laws and regulations be identified and 
considered; e.g. the releasing part needs to consider relevant local pri-
vacy laws, e.g., if monitoring EU citizens consider the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [26], if monitoring California citizens 
consider the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [27], or in 
Australia, consider the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) [28]. Most 
likely data would need to be deidentified anyway to be shared within a 
team or even comes deidentified already (such as online surveys). Some 
studies result in very large data sets. While many repositories are free to 
use, there is sometimes an excess charge for very large data sets. How-
ever, in the light of what research actually costs, the deposition cost is 
often negligible. The drive to publish in competitive academic envi-
ronments might also play a negative role: data collection can be a long 
and expensive process and researchers might fear premature data 
sharing may deprive them from the rewards of their efforts including 
scientific prestige and publication opportunities. However, it is possible 
to mitigate by delaying data sharing until having done all planned 
research. 

2.2. Open data and the built environment 

Only recently open data is being applied to support occupant-centric 
building design and operation. For example, no subject specific data 
repositories exist so far. However, the creation of data sets and the 
availability of open data about the built environment are emerging 
boosted by the concept of smart cities. Dixon et al. [29] argue that the 
smart city concept is fostering the access to built-environment open data 
hubs that are getting available in an increasing number of cities. Typi-
cally these open data hubs include data about transport, energy, land use 
and property, but often no data about the actual behavior of people is 
made available, commonly for privacy issues. Several examples are 
available of open data sets that have been established recently to support 
occupant-centric research but most of them without explicit data on 
occupant presence and behavior. For example, Miller et al. [30] dis-
cussed the Building Data Genome project and an open non-residential 
data set of building characteristic and electrical meter data. The data 
set combines existing open source data and additional data gathered by 
the authors but do not explicitly include occupant-centric data. Roth 
et al. [31] discussed the use of open data for developing a new urban 
building energy model. Their open dataset includes the 2016 energy 
data of the New York City as local Law 84 makes public access possible. 
The building data were collected from the Primary Land Use Tax Lot 
Output dataset that is publicly available. The authors used the Arche-
type hourly building loads of the DOE reference building simulation 
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models. Barker et al. [32] described the development of two open data 
sets for residential homes that include data about occupant presence 
based on motion sensors. These efforts range from curating and pub-
lishing data to developing novel applications using open data. 

The motivation of pushing governments for open data about the built 
environment is multifold, such as (i) increase transparency and 
accountability of government operations, (ii) support economic devel-
opment, (iii) foster research and innovation, and (iv) it is a right of 
taxpayers. Regardless, the open data movement requires strong in-
centives that can mobilize a critical mass who owns data and values 
open data. In science, open data has been argued from the perspective of 
reproducibility and acceleration of discoveries, cost benefits, and 
sometimes the nature of scientific work. Again, policies and guidelines 
are essential to create a critical mass within the built environment 
community. Once the human factors are addressed, the technical and 
policy factors can facilitate the development of open data communities 
for the built environment. 

3. Open data publication and use 

The collection, publication and use of open data include a number of 
steps. Fig. 2 provides an overview from data collection to end use to 
provide a common frame for the individual sections in the paper. 

Data collection [1]: Relevant occupant-centric data can be generated 
by sensors, control points, system logs, or manual observations, as 
covered by 33. To collect occupant-centric data, many different types of 
sensors and data sources are available. The broad sensor types include 
image-based, threshold and mechanical, motion sensing, radio-based, 
human-in-the-loop, and consumption sensing. The data might be 
stored on local sensor storage and then later copied to a repository or 
transferred to a repository directly via wireless sensors, gateways, 
building automation systems, or internet-enabled sensors. Data points 
have to be associated with metadata that explains their origin, for 
example, based on information from databases or text manuals. We refer 
the reader to 33 for more details. 

Data Cleaning and Normalization [2]: Prior to transferring data into a 
structured repository it must be examined in view of consistency, 
completeness, and plausibility. Data cleaning and normalization in-
cludes processing data to treat omissions and anomalies and normalize 
or convert raw data as needed. Section 5.1 will cover possible formats 
and implementation frameworks for data processing. 

Local Repository and Metadata [3]: Data is transferred to a repository 
of the collecting organization and made available from here, including 
metadata (covered in section 6.1). The internal repositories can be 
constructed in different ways depending on the size and access pattern 
for data. In a simple setup, the repository might consist of directories of 
plain files and in an advanced setup, might be a number of databases, e. 
g., time-series or graph databases. 

Data Anonymization and Publication [4]: Data is published, and the 
necessary processing is applied, including anonymization. Methods for 
anonymization to address ethics and privacy protection are covered in 
section 7.2. 

Open Data Repositories [5]: Data is made available in an open data 

repository that can provide data by relevant means (covered in section 
5.2), for example, as downloadable CSV files or dynamic data access via 
an API. The data can both be unstructured data for human consumption 
with limited additional information about the data or structured data 
created for computer consumption that can be queried to extract rele-
vant subsets. 

End Use [6]: The end user can then finally process the data by rele-
vant software tools to do the research of their focus, for example, soft-
ware analytics combining, and correlating data about occupants, 
building structure and subsystems to understand how occupants interact 
with buildings and how buildings respond to occupants’ behavior and 
actions. 

4. State-of-the-practice for open data 

The review of the benefits and challenges of open data and use by 
other sciences have highlighted that some fields have well developed 
ecosystems and practices for open data. This paper focuses on the 
interdisciplinary field of occupant-centric building design and opera-
tion. To capture the current state-of-the-practice for open data within 
this field we have designed a questionnaire for researchers in the field 
and administered it throughout the web to representative communities. 

4.1. Method 

The IEA EBC Annex 79 is a recent effort into research on occupant- 
centric design and operation of buildings established by IEA. In-
vitations to participate in the questionnaire was sent out in march 2019 
to the 116 participants on the mailing list of the Annex 79. Participants 
were also motivated to share the survey with other researchers in their 
research groups and relevant mailing lists. Responses were collected 
until August 2019. 

The questionnaire contained questions in these areas:  

1. Area of expertise,  
2. Use of data formats and software tools,  
3. Use of open data,  
4. Barriers for using open data,  
5. Sharing of open data,  
6. Barriers for sharing open data. 

In total nine questions were asked where five were answered with 
options on a choice list and four were answered with an open textbox. 
The options on the choice lists where based on the authors knowledge on 
open data and barriers mentioned by previous work including [34]. All 
choice lists also included an option “other” that allowed respondents to 
add additional choices to the lists. 

4.2. Results 

One hundred and eight respondents opened the questionnaire of 
which [34] respondents completed the survey. Because no complete list 
of all active researchers in the field exists, an estimate for the complete 

Fig. 2. Overview of process for collection, publication and use of open data.  
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population is not available, and given the low number of possible re-
spondents the study will not be able to have a proper number of re-
sponses for statistical analysis. Therefore, the study is limited to provide 
only indications on current practices. Fig. 3 reports results for area of 
expertise, data formats and software tools. The results for area of 
expertise shows that 70% of the respondents belong to the area of en-
gineering followed by 16% information technology and 12% architec-
ture. In terms of the use of data formats almost all respondents were 
comfortable using comma-separated files and 56% where comfortable of 
using database technology. For structured data formats 42% and 33% 
were comfortable using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and eXten-
sible Markup Language (XML), respectively. Only 7% were comfortable 
with Resource Description Framework (RDF). For software tools 84% 
were comfortable using spreadsheets, 67% mathematical programming 
tools and 65% general programming languages. Only 28% and 19% 
were comfortable using specialized data visualization and data plotting 
tools, respectively. 

For the text questions on the use of open data 12 respondents re-
ported that they have knowledge of open datasets. All of these also re-
ported to have used open datasets in their research. Seven respondents 
have answered that they have also shared open datasets. The partici-
pants with positive answers included references to datasets and papers 
in their answers. This is actually a high percentage of the respondents. 
Taking the journal “Building and Environment” as a comparative 
example only 13 out of the 1310 papers published in 2018 and 2019 
until end of October mentioned the phrase “Open data”. Currently, the 
website of the journal also provides links to 13 datasets deposited at 
Mendeley Data Repository. The provided information by respondents 
are covered in Section 8 which analyze existing open datasets and their 
use. 

Fig. 4 presents the responses for questions on barriers for using and 
sharing open data. 78% of the respondents report knowledge of avail-
able datasets as the largest barriers followed by lack of documentation 
(53%). Other barriers with many responses include high overhead of 
using data (49%) and lack of experience (25%). In the “other” category 
for additional barriers the respondents’ mentioned that released datasets 
might not have a high enough sampling rate of sensors for specific 
studies. For sharing data the main barriers reported by respondents are 
ethical and security concerns (56%), time consumption for preparing 
data for release (56%) and maintenance (36%), and data owners who do 
not like to share data (50%). Under the “other” category respondents 
mentioned lack of incentives as a barrier. 

The study results for current practices highlight that many of the 
respondents know programming, mathematical tools and different file 
formats. Therefore, many researchers have the skills needed to do 
research based on open data. However, the results also highlight several 
barriers for using open data including knowledge of datasets and lack of 
documentation for datasets and for sharing data including time con-
sumption and concerns limiting release of data. Therefore, efforts are 
needed to address such barriers to develop a successful ecosystem for 
open data within the area of occupant-centric building design and 
operation. 

5. Infrastructure for open data 

Sharing and using data require software tools to acquire, process, 
store and transfer data. In this section we cover the existing tools and 
platforms, and list the data repositories that supports the publication of 
open data. 

5.1. Software tools 

A plethora of open-source software toolkits and platforms have been 
developed in recent years to facilitate storage, processing, and analysis 
of a large volume of time-series data and metadata. Most of the existing 
software platforms are general-purpose and are adopted by many in 

academia and industry. Examples of these platforms are OpenRefine, 
Pandas, scikit-learn, Keras, and Cloud AutoML. 

Specialized software platforms have also been developed in recent 
years to transform and process energy-related datasets collected from 
residential and commercial buildings. For example, NILMTK [35] is a 
toolkit designed for evaluating and benchmarking energy disaggrega-
tion algorithms. It imports and transforms open datasets suitable for 
energy disaggregation. However, little work has been done to date to 
develop software platforms that are suitable for aggregating, structuring 
and analyzing occupancy-related data collected from the built 
environment. 

Mortar [36] provides an application execution environment and an 
API which can be used to develop and evaluate building applications 
across a large number of buildings represented in the Mortar dataset. 
The platform performs basic data cleaning operations (hole filling, 
filtering, and aggregation). Thereby, Mortar represents an open testbed 
for portable building analytics containing time series data generated by 
sensors and control points located in over 100 buildings, and metadata 
for these buildings. 

ODToolkit [37] is an open-source building-occupancy data process-
ing toolkit written in Python (available on GitHub). It is comprised of 
five main modules for data ingestion and aggregation, preprocessing, 
analysis, evaluation and plotting. The first module can pull in a subset of 
the existing open datasets from various repositories, and converts them 
to a unified data format (i.e., NumPy multidimensional arrays) so that 
they can be efficiently stored and retrieved. The preprocessing module 
tackles various data quality issues in a number of steps. This involves 
detecting and removing outliers, imputing missing data points, unifying 
the sampling frequency of different features in different datasets, and 
semi-automated mapping of feature names in different datasets to 
standard names. The data analysis module allows for training and 
testing a large suite of supervised learning models and semi-supervised 
domain-adaptive models provided in this toolkit or added by users. The 
evaluation module includes a suite of metrics for comparing the models, 
and the plotting module provides various methods to create plots and 
showcase the results. ODToolkit fully or partly addresses some of the 
issues that are not typically addressed by general-purpose data pro-
cessing and analytics platforms (e.g., ontology mapping). It has a 
modular design and can be extended by users to incorporate new data 
sets, algorithms, and metrics. 

obFMU [38] provides a simulation module for occupant behavior. 
The simulation module integrates with EnergyPlus and other building 
performance simulation tools. The parameters of the simulation are 
specified in data specification files in the obXML format (discussed in 
Section 6.1). Thereby, the simulation module enables the simulation of 
occupant behavior based on data that could come from open data 
sources specifying the behavior of different building environments. 

PAD [17,18] is an example of a privacy preserving data publishing 
software framework that presents another approach for enabling the 
sharing and use of open data. This approach involves the re-use of 
standard privacy preserving methods such as k-anonymity for ano-
nymization and for publishing privacy sensitive dataset obtained in 
cyber-physical spaces. PAD further expands on this idea to provide a 
customization function that can extract specific interests of given data 
recipient or data-driven application and incorporate that interest in the 
data anonymization and publication process to improve the utility of the 
processed open data. 

While these software tools are good examples of developments that 
support the publication and use of open data, they seems to present a 
more solitary and specialized approach for publishing or utilizing open 
data. This consequently will require intending data analyst or recipient 
to ingrain themselves in the domain specific interfaces presented by 
each software tool to utilize and extend the functionalities for their 
domain applications. 
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5.2. Repositories 

The registry for research data repositories1 provides a list of over 
2000 repositories covering different academic disciplines. While some 
the repositories are openly accessible, access to a number of institutional 
webpages are restricted. Fairsharing2 also provides a comprehensive list 
of databases, with information on subjects, domains, taxonomies used, 
etc. Nature Scientific Data publishes a list of recommended data re-
positories on their webpage.3 Whilst there are no recommended data 
repositories for occupant behavior in buildings, repositories for social 

sciences, physics, and general use are listed. Figshare4 and the Open 
Data Framework5 are two commonly used general repositories. Both – as 
many other – allow generating a digital object identifier (DOI), meaning 
the data can be cited using traditional citation methods. Many domain 
specific repositories are also available where OpenEI6 is a data re-
pository for various energy usage related database in the U.S. and 
internationally. The repository includes open data on geothermal, wind 
farms, utility rate and occupant behavior data in buildings. The latter 
only includes a few datasets from field measurements, such as a one-year 
dataset collected from a single office, a one-month dataset from four 
residential houses, and synthetic generated occupant behavior data from 

Fig. 3. Survey questions and results.  

1 http://www.re3data.org/.  
2 https://fairsharing.org/.  
3 http://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories#general. 

4 https://figshare.com/.  
5 https://osf.io/.  
6 https://openei.org/wiki/Main_Page. 
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agent-based models. It provides API access so that users can easily get 
the data from the database, but it does not generate a DOI. In addition, 
there are portals or platforms for managing open data such as CKAN7 

that are available as open source software so an organization can setup 
their own repository for open data. 

6. Handling metadata 

The background literature and survey results highlight the need to 
overcome the barriers due to lack of documentation and standardiza-
tion. A solution to these problems is to digitally define the semantics of 
data also known as “metadata”. The metadata describes the context, 
content and structure of data. 

Defining and improving the metadata of a dataset greatly improves 
its interoperability. A well-formed interoperable dataset will have both 
concepts and data described in a logical structure with clear descriptions 
and relationships defined for all terms involved. This enables both 
humans and computers to be able to read and understand the dataset 
without any prior knowledge of its format or structure. 

6.1. Metadata schemas 

Metadata might be structured by a schema, which describes the 
structure of data or by ontologies, which in addition to structure also can 
define objects and semantic relationships. In the following, a number of 
schemas and ontologies are described: (1) gbXML focusing on building 
construction; (2) IFC focusing on building construction; (3) BPD 
focusing on building performance data; (4) Brick focusing on building 
data at large and (5) DNAS/obXML focusing on occupant behavior 
simulation. These five instances of schemas/ontologies offer – to various 
extents – features that may be of relevance toward the representation of 
occupancy-centric information. Other examples of building-related 

ontologies/schemas include BuildingSync,8 Project Haystack9 and the 
Building Topology Ontology10. BuildingSync is a schema that focuses on 
buildings’ energy audit data. Project Haystack introduces data schema 
for building systems and equipment. The Building Topology Ontology 
allows for representation of relationships between building’s zones and 
components. 

GbXML11: Green Building XML is developed by Green Building Stu-
dio with the support of the California Energy Commission Public Interest 
Energy Research (PIER) Program, and the California Utilities. gbXML 
currently facilitates the exchange of data among CAD tools such as 
Autodesk Revit and energy analysis software such as eQuest. It can 
represent different objects to describe a whole building including ge-
ometry, HVAC system, and schedules. The latest schema is version 6.0.1, 
2017. The current occupant behavior is represented as “People Number” 
and “People Heat Gain” inside “Space” element. It has attributes “peo-
pleScheduleIdRef” to link with “Schedule” element that defines the 
actual schedule. gbXML has been used to mapping material properties to 
facilitate lighting simulation, thermal properties for building energy 
modeling, early design decision support, and building retrofit analysis 
(e.g. as pretended by Ref. [39]). However, gbXML has not been used to 
represent behavior aspects of the occupancy such as window opening, 
light switch or thermostat setpoint changes due to the lack of necessary 
XML elements in the current version. 

IFC: Industry Foundation Class (IFC)12 aims to provide a universal 
metadata basis for process improvement and information sharing in the 
construction and facilities management industries including smart 
buildings. IFC is certified by ISO in 2013 as an international standard- 
ISO 16739–1:2018. The data schema of IFC is defined in EXPRESS and 
can be generated as an XML file as well. The current version of IFC is 4.2. 
IFC has been widely used to represent metadata for construction 

Fig. 4. Survey questions and results.  

7 https://ckan.org/. 

8 https://buildingsync.net/.  
9 https://project-haystack.org/  

10 https://w3id.org/bot#  
11 https://gbxml.org.  
12 https://www.iso.org/standard/70303.html. 
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industry to exchange various information from CAD design to sched-
uling and cost estimation. A few studies using IFC to exchange geometry 
information between CAD tools and building energy simulation models 
(e.g. Ref. [40]), and lighting simulation models. Most recently, IFC has 
been applied to the building fault detection and diagnostics by Ref. [41]. 
The occupant presence potentially could be represented by IFC as the 
“Timeseries” and attached to the “IfcOccupant”. However, like gbXML, 
the behavior of occupants cannot be represented. 

BPD Ontology: Building Performance Data Ontology was introduced 
in a number of publications (see, for instance Ref. [42]) to address the 
need for a general, robust, and versatile data structure for building 
monitoring data, including data categories pertaining to indoor and 
outdoor environments, control systems and devices, equipment, energy, 
and occupancy. It was subsequently extended to cover general building 
performance data including building performance indicators [43]. The 
BPD Ontology captures the multi-faceted nature of building perfor-
mance data in terms of a general schema. Thereby, salient characteris-
tics of performance data – within hierarchically ordered sets of 
categories and sub-categories – are documented via specification of 
variables attributes (label, value, type, unit, temporal, spatial, and fre-
quency features, as well as data source and auxiliary information). The 
BPD ontology facilitates, among other things, the organization and 
representation of occupancy-related data, including time series of 
monitored and/or simulated values of variables that capture occupants’ 
presence and behavior in buildings. 

Brick: The metadata model named Brick [44] was presented with the 
stated goal of expressing all relevant relationships in a building. Brick 
cover buildings and their components including sensors (e.g., tempera-
ture or light level sensors), subsystems (e.g., ventilation and heating) 
and their relationships. Brick represents relevant building information 
as a graph expressed using a Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
triplestore which supports definition of classes and subclasses of entities 
(i.e., the nodes and edges of the graph in the form 
subject-predicate-object, e.g. “room 12 is-on floor-3".). RDF supports 
namespaces for organizing sets of triples. A Brick model can be queried 
using the SPARQL language. A SPARQL query defines a pattern based on 
relationships between entities and names of key entities to extract. For 
each match of the pattern found in the model the result of the query will 
contain the concrete values for each named entity. 

DNAS/obXML: The DNAS (Drivers, Needs, Actions and Systems) 
ontology was developed to address the need for a consistent represen-
tation of energy-related occupants’ behavior in buildings; particularly 
with regard to such behavior’s potential influences on buildings’ energy 
use [45]. It is based on four human-building environment interaction 
framework components [46]. These include the drivers of behavior 
(external environmental factors), the needs of the occupants (physical 
and non-physical comfort requirements), the actions carried out by oc-
cupants (interactions with systems to satisfy needs), and the building 
systems acted upon (equipment, mechanisms to interact with). The 
DNAS ontology was implemented in an XML schema called obXML [47]. 
The occupant behavior is represented by three main elements. The 
Buildings element puts the occupant in a spatial context. The Occupants 
element captures detailed information about an occupant. The Behaviors 
element parents the aforementioned DNAS framework components. The 
element tree of each of the Behaviors child elements attempt to capture 
the stochastic nature of occupants’ behavior. 

While each scheme has its own strength and weakness, there are few 
studies comparing or integrating them within the same context/appli-
cation. Dong et al., 2007 [39] first conducted a detailed investigation 
and comparative study of the differences between IFC and gbXML in 
terms of their data representations, data structures and applications. The 
study selected gbXML due to its flexibility and developed a seamless data 
integration platform between a CAD model (i.e., REVIT) and lighting 
simulation software (i.e., Radiance) to support concurrent design of high 
performance buildings. In addition, in order to support building design, 
obXML is potentially can be integrated with gbXML, however, the work 

is still in progress [48]. 

6.2. Populating metadata for a dataset 

After selecting a metadata format the next step is to populate the 
metadata for a building or dataset. Depending on the setting more or less 
digital information might be available for the data publisher. Therefore, 
at the one extreme physical inspections of equipment and manuals 
might be necessary to establish metadata. At the other extreme the data 
might already be available in digital form and only need to be processed 
or translated to the correct format. For example [49] studies the map-
ping from IFC to brick metadata. However, if metadata is not available in 
digital form it can be costly to reconstruct it. Therefore, research has 
explored methods to providing metadata by automatically tagging data 
based on learned similarities to other data by machine learning. There 
are mainly two categories of methods in the data labeling landscape: 
using existing labels of already labeled data or using crowd-based 
methods. Using existing labels belong to the semi-supervised learning 
where the idea is to exploit the existing labeled data to predict the likely 
label of new data. Automated machine learning (AutoML) is an artificial 
intelligence-based solution for data tagging [50]. With AutoML tech-
niques, the labels of data can be learned automatically by self-tuning and 
auto-configuration of machine learning models. Another approach is 
crowd-based method, e.g., active learning which aims for carefully 
selecting the right examples to reduce the cost for labeling, crowd-
sourcing techniques where there can be many workers (non-experts) in 
labeling. Crowd-based methods focus on investigating the task assign-
ment for workers, selecting the interface, and ensuring high quality la-
bels [51]. Proposed a collaborative crowdsourcing technique for 
labeling, which employs crowds to identify uncertain types of data and 
create rich structures for post-hoc label decisions [52]. Proposed to 
semantically label a physical space with categorical information from 
DBpedia in order to learn the contextual similarity between the queries 
and physical space [53]. Proposed automatic semantic labeling using 
machine learning techniques. They mapped attributes to the DBpedia 
and used similarity metrics as features to compare against labeled 
domain data. Then a matching function could be learned for inferring 
the correct semantic labels for the data. Plaster was proposed by 
Ref. [54] as a framework for implementing metadata normalization 
methods. Recently, transfer learning has received more and more 
attention because it is considered to be beneficial in saving the cost of 
tagging, and has shown the possibility of improving the tagging per-
formance when tagging data is sparse. Transfer learning aims to improve 
the process of learning on a target problem by using the knowledge 
gained from the training examples in a source problem related to the 
target one. Transfer learning for tagging data has been applied in various 
fields such as cross-domain collaborative filtering by Ref. [55]. How-
ever, more work is required to apply this for metadata for 
occupant-centric building data. 

7. Privacy and ethics for open data 

In occupant presence and behavior studies, collected data may 
contain personal information (e.g., gender, age and behavior patterns) 
from participants and should be considered as sensitive data. This con-
flicts with the intention of sharing the data as open data. Typically, there 
are some limitations to the reuse of sensitive data [56]. Firstly, re-
searchers are expected to obtain informed consent from participants for 
the use of collected data. The consent documentation should contain [1] 
the level of consent for the future use of data, and [2] explicit infor-
mation on the data to be held in a form that is identifiable, 
non-identifiable, or re-identifiable. Secondly, researchers should make 
sure to protect the participant’s privacy by de-identifying data when 
needed. 
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7.1. Ethical considerations 

In occupant presence and behavioral studies, ethical conduct is 
important to preserve the individual’s privacy and avoid any potential 
harm from participation in research, especially when considering the 
potentially high level of personal interaction in the indoor environment. 
When data is shared as open data, this adds an additional dimension to 
these considerations. Ethical considerations are similar in different 
countries though the management process may be country-specific [57]. 
In general, the ethics committee will review all research involving 
human participants to ensure it is ethically acceptable with minimal risk 
to participants. The level of review will depend on the degree of risk 
involved in the research (e.g., whether the participants are identifiable, 
less than 18 years old, belong to a minority group). Before the 
occupant-centric studies, ethics protocols and informed consent must be 
approved. For each research proposal related to occupant presence and 
behaviors, the researcher should demonstrate that the research has 
merit and reflects the ethical values of justice, beneficence, and respect 
for humans [58]. The projects related to occupant presence and 
behavioral analysis are usually complex or long-running. The data 
collection site may consist of many other people who are not partici-
pants. Therefore, the occupant-centric studies should take the necessary 
steps to protect their privacy as well. 

There are some risks specific to occupant behavior research that 
makes the ethics and data collection more challenging [33]. Eventually, 
these could be an obvious obstacle for any occupant-centric open data 
release. These challenges could be related to:  

� Nature of environmental spaces: The participants in a laboratory 
experiment consisting of multiple rooms could be easily identified if 
the characteristics of a particular room (e.g., orientation, shape, level 
of the floor) is known.  
� Within-subject difference: In occupant-centric studies, participants 

may be asked to provide specific data such as age, gender, height, 
and weight, which are the required variables for constructing certain 
thermal comfort models. There is a risk for identifying the partici-
pants and causing a data leakage.  
� Sensor data collection: The physiological data and movement data 

can pose privacy risks in occupant studies which allows identifying 
the specified participant [33,59]. 
� Video data collection: Surveillance video data shows potential sig-

nificant ethical risks [33]. For instance, the employee may feel un-
comfortable and less productive for fear of their undesirable 
behaviors are recorded (e.g., lack of presence). .  
� Secondary data: Many researchers tend to use the secondary data (i. 

e., data collected from other studies or sources) which may expose 
ethical issues related to information leaking.  
� Fairness: With the release of new data sets, the data quality may vary 

tremendously. When the spectacle is prioritized over careful con-
siderations during data analysis, it may result in serious issues such 
as cultural biases and unsound logic [60]. 

One solution to mitigate the above risks is to pseudonymise or ano-
nymize the data and delete any information related to the participants 
(e.g. name, age, height). In case of video/sensor data, researchers must 
strictly control the access of video/sensor data and may analyze the data 
at a group level (anonymous individual data is analyzed only when 
necessary). Regarding the use of secondary data, the amended consent 
from participants may not be easy to collect. However, the usage of 
secondary data should go through an approval process from the 
respective ethics committee to protect the data privacy. 

7.2. Anonymization methods 

There can be two types of identifiers in occupant data that has to be 
anonymized: direct identifiers such as names, images, or social security 

numbers, and indirect identifiers, which in conjunction could identify a 
person, e.g., information on workplace, training, salary, and years of 
employment. Direct identifiers are usually deleted or at least reduced in 
precision, e.g., only giving the first values of a postcode. For indirect 
identifiers, one option is to restrict their range so that outliers that could 
identify a person are hidden (e.g., turn continuous variables into cate-
gorical ones so someone with an atypically high salary would fall into 
the “high salary category”). For data, that are too detailed, sensitive, or 
confidential to be made publicly available, secure access environments 
can be created that restrict access to certain users (e.g., academic re-
searchers) and prevent downloading of data but instead need to be 
analyzed in a safe online space (e.g., see UK Data Archive Secure Lab13). 
Specific methods for de-identifying exist, which can be applied by first 
performing a privacy risk analysis and then using a privacy protection 
method like suppression or a privacy model, such as k-anonymity [61], 
l-diversity [62], or differential privacy [63] which protected the data 
agents record-linkage, attribute linkage and probabilistic attacks, 
respectively. Lastly, all data intended for reuse should have a license. 

There are several frameworks developed for protecting time-series 
data. The PAD [17,18] framework can protect building-related time 
series data with the privacy model of k-anonymity. The unique property 
of the framework is that the data publisher can specify how the data is to 
be used. These specifications are then considered as part of the ano-
nymization phase of the data. Pythia [64] is an algorithm selection 
framework which finds the most suitable version of differential privacy, 
for a given dataset, within the available implementation of the model. 
When using Pythia, the user is to input the sensitive database, the 
workload of queries, and the ε value for the privacy algorithm. The 
method first uses feature extraction, upon the inputs, trains the models 
which are available. The algorithm with the least error, in terms of 
regret, is selected for the final privacy protection [65]. designed and 
implemented a replacement AutoEncoder architecture; this can be used 
for privacy protection of a time-series database. The unique feature of 
this architecture is that each part of the time-series is put into a disjoint 
set, which can be sensitive, non-sensitive, and the required utility set. 
The AutoEncoder is then using feature learning for transforming the 
sensitive set into non-sensitive data steams. 

Selecting a privacy protection method is not a trivial task, and no one 
method works for every data release. The releasing part needs to 
consider which part of the to-be-published data is sensitive, if any 
external data can be used by an adversary for data linkage attacks, and 
who is monitored in the data. One of the challenges in occupancy centric 
data is that often the data is time-series, which has a lot of repeating 
patterns, e.g., an occupant in a privacy office will likely get to the office 
with in a short time differences each day. Furthermore, an adversary 
might physically enter a smart building and collect observations about 
the use, which can be used for breaking the privacy protection. Recent 
research [66,67] has identified that state-of-the-practice methods for 
anonymization can be insufficient to protect the released data against 
de-identification. One of the findings from 670 is that time-series data 
aggregated into daily profiles and anonymized with k-anonymity can 
result in the released data not being sufficiently protected against 
record-linkage attacks. In general, the releasing part needs to apply a 
privacy protection method that protects against the identified privacy 
risks. 

8. Sharing principles for open data 

This section reviews a selection of Open Data datasets in the field of 
occupant behavior and occupant-centric design for buildings. It estab-
lishes the current practice of those researchers and practitioners who are 
collecting primary data through monitoring campaigns and then 
releasing the collected data in publicly available, reusable formats. In 

13 https://www.ukdataservice.ac.uk/use-data/secure-lab.aspx. 
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the field of occupant behavior there is no set format or agreed strategy 
for collecting and preparing Open Data datasets, so there is considerable 
variation across the approaches taken. Those who do create and share 
Open Data datasets can be thought of as pioneers as it often involves 
significant extra effort to prepare such datasets for publication and this 
is often done voluntarily without a specific requirement to do so from 
funders. The purpose of this section is not to criticize or find fault with 
these efforts, but rather to survey the current practice in publishing 
Open Data datasets, to identify best practice and to identify where 
further work is needed by the community. How can a dataset be eval-
uated to determine if it is “Open Data”? We will here apply the principles 
for “Open Data” according to the publication by Ref. [68]. The FAIR 
principles are guidelines for the scientific community in developing 
Open Data datasets. FAIR is an acronym referring to the principles of 
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable. This definition goes 
much further than publishing a dataset in location which is publicly 
available for download. The emphasis is on approaches to create data-
sets which can be understood and reused by third parties who were not 
involved with the original data collection. This involves considered use 
of metadata to describe the datasets and using formats which are both 
human and machine readable. 

Secondly an approach is needed to determine if a dataset meets the 
FAIR principles. In this work, the approach taken by Ref. [69] in the 
paper “Are the FAIR principles fair?” is used. Here, a dataset is evaluated 
by classifying whether it complies with each of the categories of the 
FAIR principles according to one of the following options: “compliant”; 
“vague” and “not compliant”. Each FAIR principal has a number of 
subcategories, that are shown in Table 1. The subcategories are defined 
in detail within the FAIR guidelines, together with examples of best 
practice datasets, which demonstrate how each subcategory can be 
successfully implemented. This work classifies the compliance of three 
occupant behavior Open Data datasets against each of the FAIR sub-
categories. The authors realize that this is a subjective approach and a 
different team of researchers could classify the same dataset in a 
different way. However, this subjective approach is still considered 
useful in providing general insights into which FAIR principles are being 
met by the research community and which FAIR principles are pre-
senting a current challenge to Open Data authors. 

Table 1 shows three occupant behavior datasets and their evaluation 
according to the FAIR principles. These datasets were chosen from the 
wider review of Open Data datasets as suitable examples to demonstrate 
the different approaches to data sharing and publishing. Here we discuss 
the findings for each FAIR Principle: 

Findable: The Findable principle is essential, as for any dataset to be 
used it must first be found. This is largely a function of the repository on 
which the dataset is published. There are two overall principles here: 

1. Globally unique and persistent identifiers should be used (F1). 
This means that the dataset should have an identifier, such as a persis-
tent web address or URL, which is guaranteed both to be unique across 
the world and which will continue to exist into the foreseeable future. 
Researchers can then refer to a dataset using this identifier with confi-
dence that there can be no confusion as to what is being referenced. Both 
Figshare and the UK Data Service (the hosts of the REFIT [70] and UK 
TUS datasets [72]) achieve this by assigning a Digital Object Identifier 
(DOI) to the dataset (for example the DOI of the REFIT dataset14). The 
OpenEI repository (which hosts the Langevin dataset [71]) does not 
ascribe a DOI or any equivalent, instead only a standard URL15 is used 
which cannot be considered persistent and so they do not meet the F1 
criterion. It should be noted that the FAIR F1 principle requires “every 
element of metadata and every concept/measurement in your dataset” 
to have a globally unique identifier. This is a challenging requirement as 

it requires elements of the dataset itself, such as the concept of “room air 
temperature” or “degrees Celsius” to have their own identifiers. None of 
the datasets under study achieve this and the REFIT and UK TUS datasets 
are rated as ‘Vague’ as a result. 

2. Detailed metadata should be used (F2, F3 and F4). In this context, 
metadata refers to descriptors of the dataset such as the author list, the 
dataset identifier, a description of the dataset and keywords used to 
describe the data. Figshare and the UK Data Service meets these criteria 
and provide rich, structured metadata for the data items (Figshare and 
the FAIR data principles16;). OpenEI also provides metadata; however, 
this falls short of the standards required for FAIR. In particular, the Open 
EI fails on F3 as there is no unique identifier for the underlying dataset 
itself and there is only limited metadata provided (hence the ‘Vague’ 
rating for F2). 

Accessible: The Accessible principle is largely concerned with the 
ability to access the dataset using standardised communication pro-
tocols. Examples of such protocols are h ttp(s), ftp, email and telephone. 
The main point is that specialized software, which might need to be 
purchased, should not be required in order to access the datasets. The 
Accessible principle does not require the dataset to be publicly available, 
and datasets such as the UK TUS (which requires user registration before 
access) can still be compliant. In this case, Figshare, OpenEI and the UK 
Data Service are all repositories which meet the FAIR Accessible prin-
ciple as they provide the datasets using the internet (i.e. the h ttp(s) 
protocol). The OpenEI repository is rated as “Vague” for A2, as the policy 
on data persistence is unclear. The use of DOIs by Figshare and the UK 
Data Service offer a level of guarantee of data persistence and Figshare 
aims to guarantee “10 years of persistent availability".17 

Interoperable: The Interoperable principle is the most difficult of the 
FAIR principles to comply with. Interoperability refers directly to the 
dataset itself, rather than the repository on which is it hosted. Subcat-
egory I1 refers to the need for “a formal, accessible, shared and broadly 
applicable language for knowledge representation” and provides the 
examples of RDF (Resource Description Framework), OWL (Web 
Ontology Language), DAML þ OIL (a semantic markup language for 
Web resources) and JSON LD (a lightweight Linked Data format). These 
languages are the realm of the semantic web and the Linked Data 
movement. They are well established and formally specified in detail by 
the World Wide Web Consortium and other organizations They utilize 
globally unique identifiers as part of their data representation and place 
significant importance on the nature of the relationship between data 
points (not just the data points themselves). It is beyond the scope of this 
work to describe these languages in detail but it is clear that using these 
languages would enable compliance with the Interoperable FAIR prin-
ciple. For example, a well-formed OWL ontology that was developed by 
and shared amongst a research community could then be used as the 
schema to construct any number of RDF datasets. RDF datasets con-
structed in such a manner would be understandable by the research 
community and it would be a straightforward matter to link such 
datasets together. E.g. based on existing examples as presented in Sec-
tion 6. 

In the case of the datasets under study, the REFIT and UK TUS 
datasets are rated as “Vague” for the Interoperable criteria. Both datasets 
provide extensive information about the meaning of the variables 
recorded. The REFIT dataset utilizes a custom XML schema to provide 
meaning behind the responses and measurements, and the UK TUS 
provides detailed information about measurement variables and 
response options in Rich Text Format data dictionaries. Both these ap-
proaches are useful and other researchers have been able to reuse the 
datasets; however, neither approach utilizes a common, shared vocab-
ulary or globally unique identifiers. The Langevin dataset provides 

14 https://doi.org/10.17028/rd.lboro.2070091.v1.  
15 https://openei.org/datasets/dataset/one-year-behavior-environment-data 

-for-medium-office. 

16 https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7476428.v1.  
17 https://knowledge.figshare.com/articles/item/how-persistent-is-my-resear 

ch. 
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information on variables and measurement responses in an Excel 
spreadsheet but with significantly less detail and structure. Due to this, 
the Langevin is rated as “Not compliant”; however, it should be noted 
that this has not prevented other researchers from also reusing this 
dataset. 

Reusable: The Reusable principle refers to the ability of the dataset to 
be reused by others, rather than understood by other which is covered by 
Interoperability. R1.1 deals with the legal reusability and all three 
datasets are compliant as they provide suitable licenses for the datasets. 
R1.2 deals with providing a full description of the dataset for the pur-
poses of reusing the data, i.e. the provenance of the dataset (rather than 
a description for assisting in finding the dataset, see the Findable prin-
ciple). This includes, for example, the workflow that led to the data, how 
it was collected and how to cite the dataset. R1.3 states that the dataset 
should, if possible, be structured and presented in a style and format 
which is well-known and familiar (and preferable an established stan-
dard) with the relevant scientific domain. For R1.2 and R1.3 the UK TUS 
is considered compliant as there is significant accompanying docu-
mentation concerning the provenance of the dataset, and the dataset is 
presented according to the same standard (e.g., using SPPS files, RTF 
and tab-delimited files) as the many other social science datasets also 
available on the UK Data Service. The REFIT and Langevin datasets are 
rated as ‘Vague’ for these criteria as they provide only limited details 
about the dataset and how it was collected, and the data format ap-
proaches here are not community standards but more unique and 
limited. 

9. Conclusion 

This paper conducts a systematic review of current open data 
research and applications in terms of state-of-the-practice, infrastruc-
ture, metadata schema, privacy and ethics, and sharing principles. The 
review indicates the following challenges for sharing and utilizing open 
data sets: (i) lack of knowledge of available data sets; (ii) lack of detailed 
documentation on existing data sets; (iii) concerns on time consuming to 
provide open data and (iv) concerns on limiting release of the data. In 
addition, the review suggests that there are current solutions to address 
some of the challenges including: (i) methods for data anonymization 
methods that have been used in a number of studies to address data 
privacy issues; and (ii) data sharing principles, such as, FAIR exists but it 

is not widely used by researchers in the area of occupant behavior. 
Furthermore, the review of existing open data research and applications 
suggests taking a systematic view to open data, as it is more than just a 
set of technical solutions. For example, there might be a need to (i) 
consider the opportunity of separating data collection from the use of 
data for research due to the complexity associated with open data and its 
process, (ii) face a mix of open and non-open data from a data user’s 
perspective that requires a different kind of data portal for managing 
data, (iii) need for policies and guidelines for protecting people who 
provide data, (iv) and sometimes perhaps need for a specific purpose of 
using open data in order to make an open data project successful. Thus, 
it requires to deal with many factors such as human, technical, and 
policy factors, which form an open data ecosystem including data 
owners and/or providers, data consumers, both open and protected 
data, repositories, applications platforms (e.g., for discovery, analysis, 
visualization, etc.), and policies and guidelines. Specifically, it appears 
that researchers in the building science community have the skills to do 
research using open data but the lack of structured and accessible open 
data may have prevented them from fully embracing the idea, hence 
hindering research in building science. While there are already many 
technical platforms and software tools that can assist researchers in 
creating, managing, and using open data, some key challenges still need 
to be addressed by the community collectively. Examples of such chal-
lenges include properly providing metadata on occupant data, ethics 
and privacy considerations in using building occupancy data, and the 
unfamiliarity with the best practice of sharing data such as the FAIR 
principles. Finally, a broad discussion about open data and outreach of 
best practice among stakeholders have to be encouraged in order to 
increase the awareness and the use of open data in the building science 
community. 
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